PERSPECTIVES
For the 12-month period beginning October 1, 2022
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1970s-style stagflation makes
a comeback
In many parts of the world, stagflation—the bitterest of economic pills—has a made a
comeback. Uncomfortably high and sticky inflation is forcing inflation-fighting central banks
to engineer a not-so-soft landing for the economy in order to win the battle. For decades,
the dominant view has been that such a nasty concoction was no longer possible, given the
central banks’ commitment to keep inflation in line with targeted levels. However, an unhappy
confluence of events has apparently pulled us back to the days of disco. China’s zero-Covid
policy, Ukraine’s invasion and a pandemic legacy of excessive monetary and fiscal stimulus has
led to supply chain disruptions, commodity shortages and excess demand igniting inflationary
pressures not seen since the 1970s.
While growth prospects continue to dim for the global economy, this has, to some extent,
already been priced by forward-looking financial market participants. To ensure a more lasting
economic recovery, however, central banks will have to win the battle against inflation for
financial markets to be able to deliver less volatile returns.
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Equity: After a 20% correction, equities have, to some extent, already priced much of the
challenges facing the global economy. Valuation has come down but is still not cheap. Right now,
given the downside risk and headwinds, we advise investors to be cautious and patient.
Fixed Income: We recommend overweighting in emerging market (EM) local bond markets
where central banks are about to turn neutral (from hawkish), and that are still offering positive
hedged carry. As for EM U.S. dollar (USD) debt, better opportunities will likely emerge later
this year. Although valuations are becoming appealing in some cases, the timing to increase
positions is not ripe just yet.
Currencies: Given the USD’s deep overvaluation currently being observed on a broad-based
basis, the next USD liquidity squeeze could potentially be quite severe. Moving further out into
the forecast horizon, the USD’s uptrend will likely be increasingly challenged. For this reason, we
are expecting heightened volatility in currency-land.
China: We have revised down our foreign demand profile to reflect more hawkish central banks
abroad. The overhang of global demand for consumer goods magnifies China’s vulnerability to
a global slowdown. We expect the decline of net exports to be an important growth headwind.
Negative spillovers should ensue, magnified by balance sheet vulnerabilities and insufficient
policy leeway to fight a downturn.
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Multi-asset outlook
Current
September 30, 2022

Most likely minimum of
range for next 12 months

Most likely maximum of
range for next 12 months

Canada 3-month T-Bills rate

3.25%

3.50%

4.25%

Canada 2-year government bond yield

3.79%

3.35%

4.25%

Canada 10-year government bond yield

3.17%

2.70%

3.80%

U.S. 10-year government bond yield

3.83%

2.75%

4.25%

Germany 10-year government bond yield

2.11%

1.25%

2.50%

Japan 10-year government bond yield

0.24%

-0.25%

0.25%

Canada 10-year real-return government bond yield

1.42%

0.95%

1.50%

Canada investment-grade corporate spreads

1.68%

1.25%

2.10%

U.S. high-yield corporate spreads

5.21%

4.15%

8.15%

467

250

500

S&P/TSX price index

18,444

15,750

20,500

S&P 500 price index

3,586

3,200

4,000

Euro Stoxx 50 price index

3,318

2,900

3,700

Japan Topix price index

1,836

1,600

2,000

MSCI Emerging Markets index

54,180

49,000

61,000

U.S. dollar/Canadian dollar

1.3829

1.333

1.434

Euro/U.S. dollar

0.9802

0.920

1.050

U.S. dollar/Japanese yen

144.74

130.00

150.00

U.S. dollar/Offshore Chinese yuan

7.14

7.00

7.50

Gold

1,661

1,550

1,900

Oil price, WTI (West Texas Intermediate)

79.49

75.00

110.00

Asset class

Emerging market sovereign (USD denominated) bond spreads

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, CIBC Asset Management Inc. Data as at September 30, 2022.
All prices in home currency unless otherwise specified.
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Asset class outlook
Global overview
Blame it all on stagflation’s comeback
The first three quarters of the year were particularly painful for
investors, with traditional asset classes such as equities and
bonds registering large declines, making this one of the worst
nine-month stretches for balanced portfolios in decades. The hit
on balanced portfolios now matches the one experienced over
the first nine months of the 2008 liquidity crisis. What explains
this painfully long setback? Blame it all on one thing: stagflation’s
comeback. In many parts of the world, stagflation—the bitterest
of economic pills—has made a comeback. Uncomfortably high
and sticky inflation is forcing inflation-fighting central banks to
engineer a not-so-soft landing for the economy in order to win
the battle. For decades, the dominant view has been that such
a nasty concoction was no longer possible, given the central
banks’ commitment to keep inflation in line with targeted levels.
However, an unhappy confluence of events has apparently pulled
us back to the days of disco. China’s zero-Covid policy, Ukraine’s
invasion and a pandemic legacy of excessive monetary and
fiscal stimulus has led to supply chain disruptions, commodity
shortages and excess demand igniting inflationary pressures not
seen since the 1970s.
The shock is global and major central banks need to maintain
and, in some cases, regain their inflation-fighting credentials.
This means the world is experiencing its first truly synchronized
global monetary policy tightening act. All around the developed
world, central banks are all attempting to land, as gently
as possible, their jumbo-jets on the same narrow landing
strip. White-knuckled investors are impatiently waiting for
confirmation of a successful soft landing. With such difficult
navigation conditions, investors should account for the rising
probability of a harder-than-wished-for landing of the global
economy over the coming year.
It is important to recognize that we are now moving in the late
stages of the global monetary policy tightening campaign and
consequently that global financial conditions have already
tightened considerably—that is, over a long enough period to act
as a substantial drag on growth. The damages to the economy
are already apparent in all the interest-sensitive sectors of the
economy and in the real estate sector in particular. There is now
mounting evidence that a global housing downturn is in the
making, with intensifying downward pressures on property prices
in both residential and commercial real estate.
In light of all these developments, our global growth forecast has
been revised lower to 1.0% growth on average between the fourth
quarter of 2022 and the third quarter of 2023. We estimate that
a global downturn of this magnitude is a necessary condition

for a better and more sustainable recovery in the longer term
as inflation returns closer to central banks’ targets. With the
balance of risks to the global outlook overwhelmingly tilting to the
downside, should policy relief be expected soon? While stubbornly
elevated inflation certainly doesn’t justify having central banks flipflopping back into easing mode, they will likely be moving to the
sidelines at some point over the forecast horizon to evaluate the
progress made and the work that still needs to be done.
While growth prospects continue to dim for the global economy,
this has, to some extent, already been priced by forward-looking
financial market participants. Markets typically bottom well ahead
of the economy. To ensure a more lasting economic recovery,
however, central banks will have to win the battle against inflation
for financial markets to be able to deliver less volatile returns.

Global strategy
Rising risk of a recession: how much has been priced?
In its recent communications, the U.S. Federal Reserve Board
(Fed) has reiterated its commitment to bring inflation down to
target. It signaled it will keep financial conditions tight until they
see: 1) growth continuing to run below trend; 2) movements in
the labour market showing a return to a better balance between
supply and demand; and 3) ultimately, clear evidence that
inflation is moving back down to 2%. Despite the slowdown in
growth, the labour market remains extremely tight and out of
balance. As such, the Fed may have to engineer a hard landing
to win the battle on inflation. The deceleration in core inflation
is projected to be even more gradual than previously expected.
Core pressure in wages and housing means that even as inflation
declines, it will still overshoot the Fed’s target over the coming
year. As such, investors should not expect a shift in policy from
the Fed any time soon.
Outside the U.S., Europe and China are in a difficult position as
well. The eurozone economy is experiencing an inflationary bust,
implying high and sticky inflation and a contraction in economic
activity. China is hit on multiple fronts. Exports have been resilient
but more negative swing is expected ahead as demand from
Europe and the U.S. slows. Weak fundamentals in housing points
to more disappointment.
The implications for markets are significant. Slowing growth,
inflation above central banks’ targets, and restrictive monetary
policies would argue for tough market conditions. But given the
fact that markets are forward-looking, we have to assess how
much has already been priced. Even if the odds are rising, a
recession is not a certainty and is still only one of the potential
scenarios. A soft landing, even if bumpier than usual, is still
possible. Market prices should be reflecting all scenarios. If a
recession was fully priced, it would imply investors assigned a
100% probability to this scenario and 0% probability to a softlanding scenario.
STAGFLATION MAKES A COMEBACK |
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The outlook for the bond market is different and, in some ways,
less clear. On one side, the inflation shock and central bank
tightening argue for higher bond yields. On the other side, an
expected economic slowdown—or recession—argues for lower
bond yields. Based on the yield curve (the U.S. 10-year Treasury
minus the 2-year), the bond market is sending a signal that the
odds of a recession are already standing as high as they were
prior to previous recessions. The bond market could experience
another move up if economic data comes out stronger than
expected. But the higher yields go, the more they risk choking the
economy and thus setting the stage for lower yields.

Global equity markets
Inflation and earnings
One potential argument to justify a benign view on equities is
earnings. More specifically, the argument is that earnings would
prove to remain robust thanks to high inflation. The argument is
based on the fact that earnings are nominal, meaning they tend to
grow with inflation. This line of reasoning is partly correct, but it
misses a few important points.
Looking at the stagflation period of the 1970s—the last time we
experienced high inflation—can be insightful. If “stagflation” is
defined as a period of weak economic growth and high inflation,
the 1970s definitely qualifies on the inflation front. But when
looking at earnings, there was no stagnation of growth. In fact,
over that decade, nominal earnings grew in line with the longterm average despite a weak economy. This validates the intuition
that earnings do well in an environment of high inflation. That
being said, they contracted every time the economy was in
recession. When we look at the details, we see that profit margins
came under pressure as the cost of labour increased. This is an
important lesson: inflation or not, earnings are cyclical and they
decline by double digits during recessions.
The other important point is that the argument for resilient
earnings—thanks to inflation—is also an argument for lower
valuation. Looking again at the 1970s, we see a secular decline
in P/E ratios as markets adjusted to a higher cost of capital.
The result was a decade of flat and volatile equity returns.

We are not expecting a long period of inflation similar to the
1970s. One reason is that central bankers have the benefit of
being able to look back at the mistakes that were made and
avoid repeating them. Yet for the equity market, it means that
expectations of robust earnings should be moderated, and that
valuation still has room to come down. It also means any relief
from the Fed should not be expected in the near term.
The moves in the currency market this year have been quite
significant and pretty much one-sided. The USD has appreciated
against most currencies, including both G10 and emerging
countries, and has become quite overvalued. As a result, the
relative competitiveness of U.S. corporations has deteriorated.
U.S. manufacturers are now facing competition from Japan,
Germany, Korea, Mexico and others that have a 15% price
advantage (on average) compared to a year ago. Furthermore,
emerging equities and currencies tend to do better when the USD
is weak. As such, this could become a tailwind for EM equities
when the USD eventually peaks.
The bottom line is: after a 20% correction, equities have, to
some extent, already priced much of the challenges facing the
global economy. We may look back at some point and identify
the current period as the bottom. But the battle against inflation
has not been won yet. Financial conditions have tightened in
response to hawkish guidance from central banks. We now have
to see if it will be enough. Valuation has come down but is still
not cheap. The dilemma for portfolio strategy is always risks
vs. opportunities. If we see a high potential return but have low
conviction, the risk will be higher. If we see more compelling
evidence, then we should have more conviction, but then it might
already be partly priced in markets. It’s all about finding the right
balance. Right now, given the downside risk and headwinds, we
would advise investors to be cautious and patient.
S&P 500 earnings growth (year-over-year)
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Valuation and earnings point to downside risks for equities. In a
nutshell, higher inflation is negative for equities, slower earnings
growth as well. Simply looking at how much equities have
corrected this year ignores where markets started from.
P/E ratios have come down from an extremely high level but
remain expensive given the slowing economy and high inflation
(two key determinants of equity valuation). The bottom-up
consensus projects that earnings will continue to grow at a steady
pace, which is at odds with what is happening in the economy. In
other words, equity prices are consistent with a soft landing. The
equity correction this year happened with relatively well-behaved
volatility, which is puzzling considering the invasion of Ukraine,
the inflation shock, and the sharp tightening in monetary policy.
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Global growth projections: September vs. June CIBC Asset
Management forecast
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Global bond strategies
So far in 2022, global bonds’ performance has been quite
disappointing. The WGBI index (Canadian dollars hedged) has
declined 12.1% year-to-date. Hawkish rhetoric by the Fed and the
European Central Bank (ECB) led market participants to re-price
meaningfully higher their policy rates expectations, hurting bond
returns as a consequence. On the positive side, this has allowed
developed market (DM) bonds’ yields to become appealing
again, something unseen in the last few years.
Over the next twelve months, DM bonds are likely to offer
positive returns. 10-year Treasuries’ yield should trade in a range
of 2.75% to 4.25%, around a pivot of 3.50%. We conclude
that by breaking nominal 10-year yields by their two main
components: real yields and inflation breakeven. This year’s
real 10-year yields’ repricing (from -1.00% at the beginning of
the year to the current 1.43% level) appears in the process of
reaching its cyclical end-point. Meanwhile, inflation breakeven
should stay around the current level if inflation remains sticky but
exhibit increasing downside risks as a global recession appears
more and more unavoidable. All in all, slightly higher real yields
should be offset by stable-to-lower breakeven yields. As a result,
U.S. 10-year bond yields should find their equilibrium around
levels prevailing at the end of the third quarter.
In terms of EM local bonds, exposures should be kept low.
As we have highlighted throughout the year so far, the global
macroeconomic environment remains unwelcoming for holding
the riskier part of our bond universe. A hawkish Fed and a strong
USD are usually not good omens for EM assets (bonds included).
Moreover, if the current global cyclical downturn morphs into a
protracted global recession, EM bonds outflows will ensue. This

message finds echoes in our internally developed quantitative
tools, which have remained stuck in “risk-off” territory for most
of the year. In sum, unless the Fed clearly hints towards a dovish
pivot, our bond exposure will stay largely defensive.
That being said, adding value to portfolios through country
selection can still be achieved by being very selective. As such,
we recommend overweighting in EM local bond markets where
central banks are about to turn neutral (from hawkish), and that
are still offering positive hedged carry. As for EM USD debt,
better opportunities will likely emerge later this year. Although
valuations are becoming appealing in some cases, the time to
increase positions is not ripe just yet.

Currencies
U.S. dollar
Mounting concerns about the outlook for the world economy
propelled the USD higher over the third quarter just as it did over
the previous one. Since the start of the year, the strength of the
USD has been widespread, for an appreciation of nearly 10% on
a trade-weighted basis. Over the short-term, global USD liquidity
concerns could keep the USD supported. However, over the longer
term, the balance of risk could abruptly tip to the downside.
At this juncture, the Fed remains one of the more hawkish of the
major central banks providing interest rate support against other
low-yielding currencies. This should continue to be the case—that
is, unless something breaks in the global financial system forcing
the Fed to reverse course and open the global USD liquidity tap.
Given the USD’s deep overvaluation currently being observed on a
broad-based basis, the next USD liquidity squeeze could potentially
be quite severe. Moving further out into the forecast horizon, the
STAGFLATION MAKES A COMEBACK |
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USD’s uptrend will likely be increasingly challenged. For this reason,
we are expecting heightened volatility in currency-land.
Canadian dollar
The Canadian dollar (CAD) took a severe hit over the third
quarter, depreciating by more than 5% against the USD. As with
the USD, the CAD’s performance has recently been essentially
dictated by the prospects of a deteriorating global economic
landscape. Looking forward, is there more downside for the CAD?
Accounting for all the forces at work, there probably is—that is, at
least over the shorter term.
For more than a decade, the CAD has qualified as a fundamentally
challenged currency because of Canada’s wide current account
deficit, which represented a very large USD funding gap. To get
the necessary USD liquidity, heavily indebted Canadian nonfinancial and financial corporations had no other option than to
issue more and more debt securities in USD. For this reason, the
CAD has become increasingly vulnerable to changes in U.S. credit
conditions. In particular, episodes of tightening U.S. credit spreads
typically coincide with renewed CAD weakness. This is what
happened in the last six episodes of pronounced widening U.S.
credit spreads, and this is what’s happening now.
Looking forward, this will continue to be the main driving force,
particularly if global economic conditions deteriorate further.
However, other forces will be at play, such as the speed of the
Bank of Canada’s policy renormalization relative to the Fed,
as well as developments in energy prices. On net, the CAD is
expected to remain under pressure.
More downside for the Canadian dollar?
CAM CAD trade-weighted index & fair value estimate
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Euro
Accounting for the uncertainty surrounding the Russia/
Ukraine conflict and the fact that it is turning out to be a longlasting military conflict, our view remains that the ECB will be
renormalizing much more prudently than the Fed. This means
that relative monetary policy expectations will continue to act
as a drag on the value of the euro against the USD. What’s more,
the inflation shock hitting the eurozone is particularly severe,
implying higher odds of a recession than in the United States.

Looking forward, the euro will remain under pressure—that is,
at least until geopolitical tensions between Russia and the rest
of the world start abating. The euro is expected to continue to
trade below parity against the USD.
Japanese yen
Japanese yen (JPY) remained very weak against the USD over the
third quarter. The intensifying pullback in Treasury yields pushed
USD/JPY above 140 for the first time in 25 years. As a result, the
JPY is now undervalued by 40% against the USD—the deepest
undervaluation in four decades. Under such conditions, the Bank
of Japan (BOJ) intervened in the foreign exchange markets in late
September to draw a line in the sand. It is worth noting that the last
time Japan propped up the yen was during the Asian financial crisis
of 1998, when it reached around 146 to the USD. The operation was
successful, with the USD quickly depreciating by 14% against the
JPY. Will the operation be a success this time around? We think it
will be. Looking forward, we see limited upside for Treasury yields
and, by ricochet, for the USD/JPY bilateral exchange rate. We are
working with a targeted range of 130 to 150 between now and the
third quarter of 2023.

Commodities
Oil
Oil remains volatile as uncertainty around demand has bounced
prices around. The price has generally moved lower through the
summer as fears around global recession scenarios have weighed
on demand expectations. That said, the supply side continues
to remain tight with limited growth and, in some cases, barrels
coming out of the market. Looking forward from here, the outlook
is less clear, with demand risks being somewhat offset by supply
discipline.
On the demand side, investors remain focused on inflation and
interest rate policy and the implications for global growth (or lack
thereof). Talk of global recession risks and Covid lockdowns in
China have clouded the outlook for demand in the second half of
2022 and into 2023. Key data points to watch are global industrial
production indicators, impacts from the zero-Covid policy in China
and demand downstream from end users of petroleum products.
On the supply side, the same producer discipline we have seen in
recent quarters has prevailed through the summer. Producers in
North America are not bringing much new supply to the market.
Importantly, OPEC+ has agreed at its most recent meeting to take
2 million barrels a day out of the market in an attempt to balance
supply and demand and to try to put a floor in on the commodity
price. On the supply side, we will be looking for signals from the
U.S. in response to the OPEC decision, including potential for
further Strategic Petroleum Reserve releases.
Looking forward, we will continue to watch for signals on demand
growth or contraction in the coming months to gauge where
support is for oil prices this year. On the supply side, we are
STAGFLATION MAKES A COMEBACK |
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looking for potential outcomes from the war in Ukraine and how
other traditional suppliers of oil respond in the current commodity
price environment. Risks to the strong oil price environment could
come from de-escalation of the war in Ukraine, slower-thanexpected global GDP growth, faster-than-expected return of
supply at higher commodity prices, further coordinated releases
of strategic petroleum reserves or other geopolitical factors
impacting either supply or demand.

On the supply side, global copper inventory levels remain
relatively tight, which has helped support the price. At the same
time there are a few new mines ramping up in the near term, but
after this round there remains little in the pipeline to add to the
supply side in the near future. Given our view that copper will be
a critical metal in the transition to a lower carbon economy, we
believe that over the medium term higher prices will be required
to incentivize new volume into the market.

Gold
Despite ongoing geopolitical risks, stronger-than-expected
inflation and rising interest rates, gold has struggled over the
summer, pulling back from approximately $1,850/oz in June to
approximately $1,650/oz in mid-October. Clearly the inverse
correlation with the USD has driven the trading in gold the past
few months as the USD Index (DXY) moved from approximately
100 at the start of the summer to approximately 113 in midOctober. This move in the USD has proven to be too much of a
headwind for gold to overcome.

Regional economic views

We do see potential tailwinds for gold in the fourth quarter of
the year and into 2023, including persistent inflation, and global
recession risks. Gold could benefit from these risks as a hedge in
portfolios against uncertain market conditions. That said, rising
interest rates in the U.S. and the strong USD could remain a
headwind for gold price appreciation. There remains a high level
of uncertainty around Fed policy and investors likely need more
evidence that inflation has peaked and that the Fed is closer to
slowing rate hikes before gold catches a meaningful bid.
As signals on the outlook for precious metal prices, we continue
to watch the following:
• Ongoing geopolitical events
• Global fiscal and monetary policies
• The shape of the yield curve
• Inflation indicators
• Global macroeconomic data, pandemic data, and political/
social developments
Copper
Copper moved mostly sideways through the summer, trading
between $3.20 and $3.60/lb. The tight supply picture has helped
hold prices up above the cost curve despite concerns about
demand from China amidst the ongoing zero-Covid policy.
In the near term, uncertainty around copper demand remains
high. Given China’s importance to copper demand, we are
waiting for signals on policy following the National Congress of
the Chinese Communist Party set to be held in mid-October. We
are looking for additional clarity on the policy agenda over the
next five years and what the priorities identified could mean for
incremental copper demand. Outside of China, we continue to
watch for global macro-economic indicators to get signals on the
direction of copper and other base metals.

Canada
Will the BOC break the wage-price spiral?
The Bank of Canada (BOC) is still expecting that Canada will
experience a soft landing, with inflation slowing down to target by
2024. However, its risk assessment has changed recently. It is now
working with an alternative—more adverse—scenario in which
inflation remains persistently high because of a wage-price spiral.
In this scenario, the BOC readily admits that monetary policy
would need to be set much tighter to break the vicious wage-price
spiral and that this would most likely come with a hard landing of
the Canadian economy. In short, the BOC seems quite determined
to break this vicious circle. But at what cost?
The build-up in cost-push inflationary pressure is intensifying in
Canada, with unit labour cost inflation now running at more than
6%. The last time this happened was at the start of the 1990-92
recession. Any lessons to be learned from the early 1990s? Back
then, inflationary pressures quickly abated because the Canadian
economy tipped into recession. Just as a reminder, the recession of
the early 1990s was much longer and deeper in Canada than in the
United States. Over that period, Canadian employment dropped
3.0% and the unemployment rate climbed from +7.5% to +12%
by the end of the recession. In other words, the 1990-92 Canadian
recession was a very severe one and resulted in a pronounced
loosening in Canadian labour market conditions.
Another reason why cost-push inflationary pressures quickly
abated in the early 1990s is because labour market conditions
were not particularly tight to start with. Unfortunately, the story is
very different this time around. Looking at the wide unemployment
gap, Canadian labour market conditions are now ultra-tight. This
means that the BOC has to aim for more downside in Canadian
employment and job vacancies to get loose enough labour market
conditions to eventually break the wage-price spiral. Just like other
central banks in the developed world, the BOC has to engineer
a hard landing for the Canadian economy to win the battle on
inflation. Our forecast calls for -0.8% average real GDP growth
over the forecast horizon.
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Wage-price spiral in the making?
Canadian unit labour cost (ULC) inflation vs. core CPI inflation
(y/y, %)

drop in the job vacancy rate. For the Fed, this would boil down to
deliberately engineering a hard landing for the U.S. economy. For
the moment, it apparently is not ready to take that road.
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The bottom line is that the Fed is now probably fighting one of its
biggest battles ever against high inflation and is still a long way
from declaring victory. The necessary conditions to win the battle
haven’t been met yet, with much looser labour market conditions
being required. Unfortunately, this can only come with a bigenough hit on the still-red-hot jobs market. Our forecast calls for a
sharp growth deceleration in U.S. real GDP growth from +1.5% in
2022Q3 to -0.7% on average over the forecast horizon.
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United States
The Fed is fighting one of its biggest battles ever against
high inflation
Fed officials are apparently still wearing rose-colored glasses,
convinced that they will win the battle against inflation by
engineering a soft landing for the U.S. economy. In our opinion,
the path for a soft landing is already too narrow.
For one thing, we suspect that U.S. monetary authorities have
been underestimating the tightness in U.S. labour market
conditions and the upward pressures it places on wage inflation.
While discussions about labour market conditions typically
focus on the unemployment gap, theory strongly suggests
that job vacancies also play a key role. From this angle, the
relevant “inflation” variable really is the ratio of job vacancies
to unemployment. Looking all the way back to the 1960s, one
finds that the current reading is the highest on record. Putting it
differently, the build-up in cost-push inflationary pressures are
currently more intense than they were during the stagflation
episodes of the mid-1970s and early 1980s.
The easiest way to ease labour market conditions without too
much pain would be via strong growth in the U.S. labour force.
This could easily be achieved via either a fast-rising working-age
population or/and a rise in the participation rate. Unfortunately, it’s
not the case in America. The U.S. working-age population is barely
growing, and it’s composition is rapidly changing with the share of
the 65 and over cohort rapidly rising. This change in composition
is translating into a structural decline in the participation rate.
Accounting for all of these developments, growth in the U.S. labour
force has been, and will remain, particularly weak.
Under such conditions, the Fed has no other choice but to aim
for enough loosening in labour market conditions to break the
wage-price spiral. Based on our estimates, this would require a
significant increase in the unemployment rate and a substantial

Europe
Determined ECB action required?
Earlier this year, we argued that the ECB was too optimistic
about abating inflationary pressures with elevated wage inflation
projected to be largely offset by high productivity growth. As
expected, its projections about high productivity growth were
subsequently revised sharply lower, leading to an ECB hawkish turn
in the summer months. The dominant view now is that determined
ECB policy action will be required to bring inflation back to target.
Markets are currently pricing in a cumulated 2.5% increase in
the ECB’s policy rate over 12 months. This is quite aggressive by
historical standards and has to be put in the context of the overall
tightening in financial conditions. Indeed, the tightening in eurozone
financial conditions experienced since the start of the year already
qualifies as quite substantial (+4.36%). As a rule of thumb, a 1%
tightening in financial conditions translates into a -0.4% hit on
eurozone real GDP growth. In other words, the current +4.3%
tightening in financial conditions should shave 1.7% off real GDP
growth—a very big hit. Our forecast calls for an average contraction
of -1.6% in eurozone real GDP growth over the forecast horizon.
The problem for the eurozone’s fiscal and monetary authorities is
that, in the context of a hard landing, already wide fiscal imbalances
will most likely be getting even wider, raising the prospects of
another sovereign debt crisis. By hiking its policy rate, the ECB is
contributing to push the effective borrowing costs of eurozone
governments significantly higher. In turn, this is making it harder for
fiscally challenged eurozone countries to keep debt accumulation
on a sustainable growth path.
To address this problem, a few policy tweaks were introduced
by the ECB last summer, with flexibility in the reinvestment of
redemptions coming due in the PEPP portfolio as a first line of
defence (reinvesting more in fiscally challenged countries and
selling in fiscally sound ones). Unfortunately, this boils down to the
implementation of a German quantitative tightening policy. In July,
the ECB sold -€ 14 billion of German sovereign bonds to buy Italian
and Spanish ones. On an annualized basis, this would amount to
€ 168 billion worth of bunds sold—that is, ECB bund selling that
would widely exceed the size of the projected yearly fiscal deficit in
STAGFLATION MAKES A COMEBACK |
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Germany (€ 86 billion). This would certainly increase the risk is of
de-anchoring of German bund yields. In turn, this would negatively
impact financing conditions all across the eurozone. In short, the
ECB is clearly walking on a thin line.

China
No easy way out
While China has continued to disappoint markets, in line with
our previous outlook, we have revised down our foreign demand
profile to reflect more hawkish central banks abroad. The
overhang of global demand for consumer goods magnifies China’s
vulnerability to a global slowdown. We expect the decline of net
exports to be an important growth headwind. Negative spillovers
should ensue, magnified by balance sheet vulnerabilities and
insufficient policy leeway to fight a downturn.

No massive Chinese credit injection this time around
Chinese credit impulse: 12-month net change (Bloomberg)
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Source: Datastream, Bloomberg, CIBC Asset Management Inc. Data as at July 12, 2022.

Policymakers don’t have appetite for a housing-led recovery.
Over-supply imbalances have jumped in recent years, with
surging new construction and a faster decline of population.
Real estate promoters have an important backlog of unfinished
projects and no money to complete them. The funding gap
of stalled projects is likely to be around 2% of GDP, but will
likely increase further. Only the government can stabilize
property confidence, meaning less resources for additional
infrastructure stimulus.
Infrastructure should remain at the forefront of the countercyclical response, but important constraints should limit the
magnitude of additional stimulus policymakers can implement.
Augmented fiscal deficits have remained above 20% of GDP.
The amount of government bonds issuance has remained at
stratospheric levels, making it difficult for the system to absorb
another surge of issuance.
Furthermore, opaque local government financing vehicles (LGFVs)
have continued to play an outsized role supporting infrastructure
investment. Their liabilities have more than doubled since 2019,
reaching 70% of GDP (if not more). Years of strong investment
have also reduced the pool of high-quality projects, making it
difficult to implement a large-enough stimulus without increasing
financial stability risks. The composition of debt issuance in recent
years suggests lower quality projects. For example, the amount
of debt issued without a rating has surged to about 50%, and
a similar proportion has been from vehicles with negative cash
flows in recent years.
Regarding monetary policy, we expect another 0.15% cut of the
policy rate, more RRR cuts, and more liquidity provided by the
People’s Bank of China (PBoC).
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Alternative scenarios
Global soft landing
(30% probability)

Stubborn inflation
(20% probability)

While our main scenario has shifted from a soft landing to a
hard landing, there is still a path to avoid a recession. For any
central bank, engineering a soft landing is no easy task, if past
experience is any indication. The fact that so many of them are
simultaneously aiming for exactly that is certainly complicating
the achievement of this goal. Yet they will try, and all central
bankers have their fingers crossed, hoping to successfully avoid
a hard landing. The path to a soft landing relies on two necessary
conditions. First, growth needs to slow down just enough to
remove the risk of over-heating, but not too much. Economic
indicators are showing this is under way. Second, inflation needs
to cool down. The disruptions in supply chains that initially
sparked inflation have improved. There are also signs that the
housing market is cooling. The labour market and wages need
to cool down further in order to increase the probability of this
scenario. After significant backup in bond yields and corrections
in equity prices, a soft landing would pave the way for better
market conditions.

In this scenario, the monetary policy renormalization delivered
globally ends up being too late to prevent a self re-enforcing costpush inflation shock. Labour markets remain tight and continue to
fuel growth, so the global economy doesn’t cool off sufficiently to
get inflation under control. As a result, inflation remains stubbornly
elevated, convincing more and more market participants that central
banks will need to do more tightening. In this context, the fact that
the global economy remains on solid footing isn’t necessarily good
news for financial markets, as it points to more policy tightening
further down the road. In this scenario, a continued pullback in bond
markets would likely materialize, making it very hard for risky assets
to form a bottom.

Scenario

Less favourable

More favourable

Global soft landing
(30%)

USD
Real return bonds
Precious metals

Global equities
EM bonds
Commodities

Stubborn inflation
(20%)

Eurozone bonds
U.S. treasuries
EM bonds

Cash
Commodities
Breakeven inflation
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Economic forecasts (next 12 months)
Region

Current
GDP1

GDP consensus

GDP CAM view

Current
inflation2

Inflation consensus

Inflation CAM view

Policy rate CAM view

Canada

4.6%

1.4%

-0.8%

7.0%

4.7%

5.0%

0.75%

United States

1.8%

0.6%

-0.7%

8.3%

5.1%

5.0%

1.25%

Eurozone

4.1%

0.1%

-1.6%

10.0%

7.0%

7.2%

2.25%

China

0.4%

4.8%

3.4%

2.5%

2.5%

2.3%

-

Japan

1.6%

1.7%

-1.0%

3.0%

2.0%

3.2%

-

World

3.6%

2.5%

1.0%

8.6%

5.3%

6.6%

-

Data as of September 2022.
Source: Datastream, Bloomberg, CIBC Asset Management Inc. calculations.
1
2

Real GDP Growth (y/y %)
Year/year %
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